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new agreement:

tranberg as and kockum sonics AB in
sweden enters joint venture
agreement on distribution of tyfons
Tranberg AS and Kockum Sonics AB have entered a contract
where Tranberg in Stavanger is
responsible for the sale of
Kockum Sonics Tyfons (foghorns) and additional spare
parts. The contract is valid from
01.01.2010 and is applicable for
Norway and Brazil.
This new agreement will enable
Tranberg to comply with the shipowners demand for larger product
packages.
The agreement also includes a
joint marketing of Kockumation’s
systems for ships. Both companies
hope that this agreement will lead
to higher activity in new and existing
markets.
Kockum Sonics AB
From classic “honks” to complete
acoustic systems. A Kockum
Sonics whistle is not only a highquality design, it also contains
the experience of more than 1 million TYFON® installations!
Audibility is determined not simply
by the strength of sound
emanating from the whistle - much
more is entailed to overcome
absorption, distortion and local
noise. This quality is the result of
more than 80 years of development.
The TYFON® fulfils all current IMO
and national authority regulations.

Torbjørn Henriksson from Kockum and Thomas Solvang from Tranberg are
pleased after signing the contract.

working boat, super tanker, bulk
carrier or for a cruising vessel such

as the Queen Mary, there is a TYFON®
for you.

electric or pneumatically operated
TYFON®, together with a signalling
system consisting of a controller,
bell and gong, lights etc.

TYFON® can be electric or driven by
air. The complete package consist of an

For more information, please
contact our sales department:
Tel: +47 51 57 89 00
Fax: +47 51 57 89 50
E-mail: info@tranberg.com
www.tranberg.com

The complete package
A wide range of TYFON® models
is available. Irrespective of whether
one is needed for a small yacht,

MT150 Tyfon from Kockum Sonics
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